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	The objective of this book is to present a substantial introduction to the ideas, phenomena and methods of the problems that are frequently observed in mathematics, mathematical physics and engineering technology. The book can be appreciated at a considerable number of levels and is designed for everyone from amateurs to research workmen.


	Included throughout are applications with appropriate suggestions and discussions, whenever needed, that form a significant and integral part of the text book.


	In a word, the text directs at an all-embracing and practical treatment of differential equations with some methods specifically developed for the purpose controlled by computer programs. The effects of this treatment, the computerised solutions for each problem, represented in compact form, sometimes with graphical figures, have been provided for further study.


	The operation has been performed by the programming language C++ based on any MS-DOS computer system (version 6.0) applying the classical methods, such as Euler, Simpson, Runge-Kutta, Finite-Difference, etc.


	Chapters 4 and 5 provide introductions to first order and second order initial-value problems discussing the possibilities for finding solutions, analytic and computerised. Non-linear types of differential equations have also been considered.


	Emphasis has been placed on section 6.3 in Chapter 6 that deals with the problems concerning Fourier series, because the subject matter of numerical evaluation for Fourier series is a predominant topic.


	Special attention is focussed on Chapter 7 in view of the fact that the differential equations with boundary conditions are the kernels of the physical and technical problems. The Difference Method for the solution of a two point second-order boundary value problem has been applied. Chapter 8 contains numerically developed methods for the computer solution of elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic partial differential equations.


	A variety of solved examples in each chapter has been given for the students who cannot get any difficulty to understand the conceptual text. Chapter 11 entitled “A Short Review On C++” provides an opportunity to recapitulate the fundamental points on C++.


	I prepared the text on personal computer from Compaq (type Presario CDTV528) and on Laptop from Toshiba (type Satellite 110CS) operated on MS-DOS 6.0 and Windows 95. MS-Workgroups (version 3.0) have also been used in the preparation.
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Polymers in Drug DeliveryCRC Press, 2006

	Together, the nano explosion and the genomic revolution are ushering in a new frontier in drug delivery. In recent years we’ve seen how polymers can play a crucial role in controlling the rate of drug release, enhancing solubility and uptake, and limiting degradation and toxicity. In the very near future, they may well be used to...
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Electric Power Research TrendsNova Press, 2007


	The world is becoming increasingly electrified. For the foreseeable future, coal will

	continue to be the dominant fuel used for electric power production. The low cost and

	abundance of coal is one of the primary reasons for this. Electric power transmission, a

	process in the delivery of electricity to consumers, is the bulk...
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Sustainable Meat Production and ProcessingAcademic Press, 2018

	
		Sustainable Meat Production and Processing presents current solutions to promote industrial sustainability and best practices in meat production, from postharvest to consumption. The book acts as a guide for meat and animal scientists, technologists, engineers, professionals and producers. The 12 most trending topics of...
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Mouse Cell Culture: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology (1940))Humana Press, 2019

	This volume describes cell culture protocols for the maintenance, propagation, manipulation, and analysis of primary explanted cells from various mouse organ systems. After introductory chapters that examine the applicability of mouse models as a discovery tool and describe critical factors and variables that influence cell culture...
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Healthcare Informatics: Improving Efficiency and ProductivityCRC Press, 2010

	Healthcare Informatics: Improving Efficiency and Productivity examines the complexities involved in managing resources in our healthcare system and explains how management theory and informatics applications can increase efficiencies in various functional areas of healthcare services. Delving into data and project management...
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How to Compete in the Age of Artificial Intelligence: Implementing a Collaborative Human-Machine Strategy for Your BusinessApress, 2018

	Get started with artificial intelligence in your business. This book will help you understand AI, its implications, and how to adopt a strategy that is rational, relevant, and practical.

	

	
		Beyond the buzzwords and the technology complexities, organizations are struggling to understand what AI means for their industry...
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